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Synesthesia is a results oriented digital experience 
company. They provide value through their unique 
and innovative mix of creativity and hands on 
experience. The business is driven by passion for 
challenges and love for next generation technology.
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Who we are
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Synesthesia, founded 2011

Founded in 2011, Synesthesia is a digital experience company 
that supports their clients in all  areas of digital 
transformation. 

Synesthesia provides  web & mobile app development, 
marketing services and strategic consultancy, they believe in 
open-innovation and mutually beneficial collaboration with 
enterprises and startups. 

Synesthesia's growth has been linked directly to their focus on 
customer needs, sustainable development and employee 
well-being, plus close attention to the quality of the services 
they provide.

A “different company” made up of enthusiastic people who 
share the same values, perspectives and a collaborative 
working approach.

#WeAreSynesthesia



Our time line
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Fast and steady growth over the years

Start of the 
collaboration 
with deltatre

(London 
Olympics app)

2012 2021

New offices 
in OGR Tech

merger
with TheLab

“Growth Leader”
(2019/20/21/22) 

Sole24Ore

10 year 
celebration! 
🎉

shareholding
Grigua, Mela, 

RedAbissi

Swift Heroes
first edition

50+ 
employees

Financial Times 
FT 1000 2019

2019

founded
SYX

not-for-profit
organisation

Financial Times 
FT 1000 2018

“Turin 
Innovative 

Companies 
Inventory” 

1st edition 
of

droidcon 
Italy

2013

1 M €
revenue

 “Chiave a Stella” 
Prize

for innovation 
and excellence

2015

Established
in Turin

2011

5.9 M €
revenue

Registered as 
Innovative SME
(PMI Innovativa)

2020

founded 
Advento.live
for digital and 

ibrid events

Offices in 
Modena (IT)

2022

We become 
a Benefit

Company!

Offices 
in Milan

& new HQ 
in Turin.

2017 2018



Our vision
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Starting from the strategy we give shape
to unique ideas

Wholly owned, independent, 
privately held company.

Active and operational 
entrepreneur founders.

Margins are re-invested 
in company growth.

SYNESTHESIA 
ACADEMY

INNOVATION
ENABLER

IMPACT & 
COMMUNITY

STRATEGY ECOSYSTEM

RESEARCH 
& DEVELOPMENT

DIGITAL
FACTORY

MARKETING 
& ANALYTICS

Digital & Hybrid events
Training on 

hard & soft skills
Gamification

droidcon & Swift Heroes
Girls Tech & FuturMakers
CSR/ESG

Digital Transformation
Product & Service Design
(co)Design Thinking
CX / UX

Mobile & Web Apps
Websites, 

E-commerce
AR / VR /XR
AI / ML - IoT

Brand communication
Digital Marketing & ADV
SEO & Social Media
Growth Hacking

Digital Products & Services
Vertical solutions

Strategic Partnerships

R&D as a service
Open Innovation

Rapid Prototyping

Advisory & Mentorship
Startup Acceleration
Venture Building
Scouting
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OUR (passionate) TEAM

Employees
(2021)

80+
Average 

employee age

35yo
Female

employees*

25.5%
photo: droidcon italy, Turin 2019

University 
professors 
in the team
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* average for Italy 14% - Europe: 16,7% (2018)



1. Digital Experience & 
Marketing



100+

projects in 2020

120+

active clients

AGILE

lean approach to 
maximise value
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Engagement model

Multimodal approach

Our approach is focused on the use of the best project management 
methodologies so that we can constantly and thoroughly share, check and 
verify the steps for each project phase. 
The best digital experiences come from quality of the methods that were 
used to design and create them. This plus controlled processes and 
meticulous research, all focused on the project results.

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE

TrelloJiraDevOps

➞ Shared or dedicated flexible & agile teams
➞ Fixed-price turnkey tailor made projects
➞ Time & material consultancy

Slack



Strategy & design
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FABRIZIO MANGIAVACCHI
Marketing Director

KEY PEOPLESenior Executive with more 
than 25 years experience in 
digital companies.
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Digital transformation and beyond

Strategic consultancy

We take the complexity and competitive environment of Digital 
Disruption and  transform it into an opportunity for our partners.
We strongly believe in Human & Digital co-dependency to operate 
with concrete and measurable values.
Our team is senior, international and widely diverse, each individual 
selected for their high professional capabilities and standards.

Synesthesia’s approach takes full advantages of the full suite of skills 
within the business: Strategy, Marketing, Design, Digital Technology, 
Data Science, AI, Compliancy, Sustainability and Business 
Transformation.

We collaborate in partnership with (private) companies and (public) 
institutions to achieve  sustainable transformation. 

We also play  an active role in the start-up ecosystem as a service 
provider, potential investor and advisor. 

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE

RESEARCH DESIGN

discover explore
define develop

deliver
listen

Insight into
the problem

Scope down
the focus

Potential
solution

Solutions that work 
& receive feedback

PROBLEM
PROBLEM

DEFINITION SOLUTION

DESIGN THE RIGHT THING DESIGN THINGS RIGHT



User interface design for Intesa Sanpaolo, Hattrick interface re-design, 
Rete Del Dono design sprints, Reale Mutua workshops.

Case histories: Sketch

Creative Suite
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Multi-channel interaction

Design: services, UX/UI

The application of UX Design allows us to create mobile applications, websites and 
e-commerce that are  characterised by simplicity, functionality, and usability, exactly in line 
with user expectations. 
Meanwhile, UI design pushes us to to make the best language and style choices, that are also  
consistent with brand identity and standards of user appeal.

Zeplin

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE FigmaInVision

➞ Design sprints, user-centered design, gamification

➞ User experience & user interfaces design (UX/UI)
➞ Usability & Accessibility tests 

Miro



The digital factory
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RICCARDO  RECALCHI
CEO and Factory Supervisor

KEY PEOPLE15+ years in technological 
projects and digital 
environment.



Mobile apps for the Olympic Games and major sporting events, Reale Group, iPatente and 
other applications for international TV broadcasters, media, entertainment, 
telecommunications, manufacturers, retailers, b2b enterprise solutions.

React Native

Google AndroidApple iOS

Hybrid

Case histories:
Flutter

PWA & Web
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Apps for all devices

Mobile 

Synesthesia was established as a "mobile app agency", at a time when many still didn't know 
what a smartphone app was. Our digital experience company has grown due to consolidated 
and recognised experience with all OS and all leading technologies. 
We take a fully native approach that leverages on the latest proprietary technologies (iOS 
and Android) and gives the best results in terms of performance. We also take cross platform 
approach (Flutter and React Native) leveraging our depth experience in mobile to deliver 
solutions that allow  feature-rich and nearly indistinguishable performance across different 
devices (always with an eye to budget optimisation).

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE

Design & development of apps for:
➞ smartphone 
➞ tablet 
➞ connected TV
➞ wearable devices



Websites for Juventus FC, Auchan, Ariston, MiaCar, United Nations UNSSC, Ferrero, etc.
Case histories:

React JS

Node.js

AngularVue.js

DrupalWordpress

AmazonMicrosoftGoogle/Firebase

PHP.NET / C#

Cloud

CMS & Platforms
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Web 
Full stack solutions 

Our in-depth knowledge of the most important web environments allows us to move with 
agility, even in complex areas. Our internal team is able to support customers and partners in 
all types of web projects, from communication websites to service portals. We like to work 
with systems integrations, web solutions and oversee multi-channel areas, where we know 
we can really make a difference.

Design & development of
➞ web solutions and integration
➞ websites 
➞ web applications
➞ advanced frontend and backend development
➞ serverless platforms (AWS official Partner)

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE



E-commerce: Vodafone, Eataly (Italy&USA), Venchi, Callmewine, Brondi. 
Case histories:

Magento

PrestashopShopify

CMS & Platforms
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E-commerce 
Enabling e-business

Creating an e-commerce site requires careful planning of many project aspects including 
technology, budget, logistics and processing. The chosen technology, 
the digital marketing and the timely study of customer experience are all elements that lead 
to the success or failure of the project.
In Synesthesia there is a team dedicated solely to the design and development of 
e-commerce sites, using custom solutions and CMS tailored to the needs of the project.

Design & development of

WooCommerce

➞ digital multi-channel stores
➞ e-commerce websites b2b and b2c

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE



AR App extension for Kinder Ferrero Magic App with Emoji & Barbie, 
Barilla Mulino Bianco App Interactive.
AR Experience Games (Educational Games, Advertising, Serious Games).

Case histories:
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b2b & b2c solutions

AR/VR, 3D, Gaming

The digital world is not just websites and apps.There are environments and technology that 
were previously untried and have now become practical solutions for communicating an 
initiative, an event or promoting a product. AR / VR are now mature technologies, as well as 
3D and gaming. We operate in these areas with a good understanding of the technologies 
while also maintaining that the strategy is the starting point for defining  the purpose, 
functionality and content of all project decisions. 

Design and development of:

➞ multi-device virtual reality 
➞ augmented and mixed reality
➞ immersive 3D solutions

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE



In app interactive conversational interface (ChatBots), 
AI for retail: in-store analytics platform using AI-based computer vision.

Case histories:

OpenCV

TensorFlow
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AI & ML, chatbots, image recognition & processing

Artificial intelligence

When technology leaves the scientific realm and becomes a new, useful solution for the 
market, it must be “transparent” to the final consumer. Our team works on Artificial 
Intelligence and Machine Learning, creating new application environments that are useful for 
increasing performance and optimising processes but above all to improve the quality of 
services, products and day-to-day life.

PyTorch

➞ Research & development of AI-powered solutions.
➞ Big data analytics
➞ Machine learning
➞ Computer Vision

Dialogflow

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE



Solutions for IoT with integration of intelligent devices with smartphone mobile apps, creation of Alexa 
Skills and Google Actions. Development a wide variety of solutions including home automation and 
smart devices such as thermostats and personal medical devices.

Case histories:
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Internet of Things & Industry 4.0
Smart devices, manufacturing

This is dialogue between the devices that surround us: in the office, at home and in 
entertainment venues. Within this, applications and "behaviours" can be built that require 
technological skills but also a great vision to really understand how connected technologies 
can improve the quality of life, of a process (commercial, industrial, professional) or of a 
service (b2b, b2e or b2c ).

➞ Internet of Things
➞ Smart & Connected devices
➞ Personal assistants
➞ Home and office automation / domotics

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE
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Marketing & analytics



BRAND
STRATEGY

PRESS 
OFFICE

CORPORATE
EVENTS
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Brand Communication
and corporate identity and reputation

Marketing is the starting point for defining objectives and areas of 
application for the promotion of products or services. By comparison, brand 
communication is the combination of activities to influence the opinions of 
customers / users about a company or organisation and its products / 
services.
At Synesthesia we provide both marketing and brand communication 
services with a focus not only on creativity, but also the careful study & 
analysis of the market and a strong focus on online reputation. 

➞ General marketing strategies
➞ Brand identity & positioning
➞ 2D & 3D design
➞ Press Office 
➞ Video & photo shooting
➞ Public relations
➞ Corporate events

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE



MOBILE 
& WEB 

MARKETING

SEO - SEM

SOCIAL MEDIA 
MARKETING
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Digital Marketing
and growth strategies

Our digital marketing approach takes advantage of consolidated theories 
and practices. We combine defined methodologies with our high level of 
in-field experience, which leads companies to achieve their KPIs and 
targets. The solutions are always based on the overall strategy and the 
selection between different processes is made with specific attention to 
the whole “life” of the project.
Growth hacking strategies are highly recommended for startups, but they 
can also be very effective for all other types of businesses.

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE

➞ Social media marketing
➞ Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
➞ Advertising campaigns & SEM
➞ Content marketing 
➞ Marketing automation
➞ Analytics
➞ Growth Hacking



We help companies to become leaders in the biggest marketplaces in the world. 
Our expertise, as well as data-backed strategies, allow us to develop a comprehensive and 
complete online seller journey.
Our team assists both in the design & strategy, and the development & maintenance phases 
of the brand’s e-commerce websites.
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Marketplace
Online sales & conversions optimisation

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE

➞ Improved marketplace sales
➞ Complete e-commerce projects and operational support
➞ Optimised product listings
➞ Increased marketplace reviews
➞ Boost in marketplace advertising ROI
➞ Maximised marketplace presence
➞ Reduced advertising cost of spending (ACoS)

Case histories:
Prezzemolo & Vitale, Eataly 



This managed by a multidisciplinary team of experts focused on maximising the success of 
apps, throughout their entire life cycle. This is a service that very few agencies can offer. We 
focus on the latest technologies to design, develop and market apps that reach a global 
audience. Today more than 27 million people around the world have downloaded and are 
using apps that we have worked on.  We always refine our suggestions and services to market 
trends and the needs and  tastes of the users.

Amazon
Appstore

Google
Play Store

Apple
App Store

Huawei
App Gallery
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Mobile app marketing and promotion 
App store optimisation for b2c and more

Case histories:
Lumyer, Facestar, Menu à Porter, Love Sticky, Visionbooks, Silverland, Happy Friends, Gau 
Den Zio, Face Oscar.

Downloads

MAU 
(Monthly Active Users)

In-App 
Paid Items

Average 
review score

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE

➞ App Store Optimisation (ASO)
➞ App Promotion & Digital marketing
➞ Mobile content strategy
➞ User engagement & retention
➞ Analytics, metrics & KPI
➞ UX/UI optimisation
➞ ROI / ROAS maximisation



Along with all the standards tools available to a social media agency, we also have Redhab 
operating in the field: a platform that allows us to create editorial plans and to build 
engagement with customised and general high-quality content. The platform connects 
brand HQ social communication with the  local units selling its products and to build up 
communities and awareness.
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Social media management
Creativity, Content, Automation, Virality

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE

➞ Communities and brand management
➞ Social media marketing
➞ Content strategies
➞ User engagement
➞ Analytics, metrics & KPI
➞ Creativity and marketing campaigns
➞ Social reputation
➞ On line “Risk management”



2.  People empowerment
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ENRICO BERALDO
Academy & Events Director

KEY PEOPLE20+ years of experience 
in international events 
organisation.

Academy & events



Training
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New formats for learning and growing

We offer a complete set of online and face-to-face activities for training 
and educational activities.

University
professors
in the team

➞ Online & offline training:

➞ Hackathons:
open or corporate competitions  (“hacking + marathon”) to engage 
employees, students and developers in a fun & productive process.

■ courses on technology & digital transformation, development, design, 
marketing, soft skills;

■ workshops, coaching, training-on-the-job.

FRANCESCO RONCHI
Mobile Communication 
IED Torino, European 
Innovation Academy

MARCO MAZZAGLIA
Game Design & Gamification
Politecnico di Torino

ANDREA TOSO
Academic coordinator - digital 
communication - IED Torino
Digital Communication & Marketing
University of Turin

PEOPLE EMPOWERMENT

➞ E-learning management solutions:

■ Complete solutions and platforms for online and blended training
■ Consultancy on digital learning solutions, online courses creation
■ “Digital AI Academy”

http://academy.synesthesia.it
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Event services
Events for professionals and companies

Our events solutions provide full customisation and professional support to meet different 
customer needs and requests. These include: strategy, marketing, team organisation, 
on-site presence and support before, during and after the event.

➞ Online and hybrid events solutions:

Complete solutions for digital conferences & meetings, live streaming, audience 
interaction.
We create all-digital or hybrid events, where attendance in a specific venue is 
completely or partially substituted by high performance, agile technology. 

Our platforms are customisable according to the clients' needs, with the ability to 
integrate different technologies, virtual and augmented reality, 3D and IoT, into a single 
experience. 

Our dedicated team creates fully comprehensive, professional events with large virtual 
audiences.

PEOPLE EMPOWERMENT

https://advento.live/


2 Conference days
2 Hackathon days
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PAST EDITION SPONSORS:

droidcon Italy  (launched 2014)
International Android developer conference
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WITH THE SUPPORT OF:

2014-2019 2020 & 2021

80+ Speakers
60+ Talks

1000+ Live 
participants 

30+ Sponsors
30+ Media Partners

2 Conference days
30+ Tech Webinar

25+ Speakers
30+ Talks

1000+ Participants 
from all over the world

35+ Sponsors
25+ Media Partners

physical editions on-line editions

PEOPLE EMPOWERMENT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JoHDSsCgUm8


1 Conference day
1 Workshop day

Swift Heroes (launched 2018)
International iOS developer conference
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PEOPLE EMPOWERMENT

2018-2019 2020 & 2021

15+ Speakers
15+ Talks

500+ Live 
Participants 

8+ Sponsors
12+ Media Partners

1 Conference day
2 Channels

20+ Speakers
400.000+ Minutes watched

1000+ Participants 
from all over the world 

10+ Sponsors
15+ Media Partners

SWIFT HEROES GLOBAL:
starting from 2020, Swift Heroes Global is a growing 
international conferences network

EDUCATIONAL DAY:
promoting dialogue and exchange of information between 
stakeholders from the education and technological fields

PAST EDITION SPONSORS:

WITH THE SUPPORT OF:

physical editions on-line editions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RtbOwlDfFio
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FRANCESCO RONCHI
CEO & President

KEY PEOPLEEntrepreneur, Social 
innovation expert
and impact initiatives leader.

Social impact & community
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Environment, Social and Governance

Synesthesia has a strong commitment to the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs): 

PEOPLE EMPOWERMENT

SYX & Synesthesia (co)organise & support cultural, 
community and networking events, tech talks & more.

In 2016-2018 Synesthesia co-founded Impact 
HUB Torino: a social innovation 
incubator & coworking.

SYX is a not-for-profit organisation 
encouraging dissemination and sharing of 
technical and digital knowledge by organising 
community and cultural events, training & 
education.

Sustainability, CSR, ESG and SDGs 

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdgs
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdgs
https://syx.it/


Our Sustainable & Green approach
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Technology adoption and workplace sustainability
Synesthesia aims to achieve sustainability in their technology processes and workplaces.

PEOPLE EMPOWERMENT

Less paper - minimised paper consumption in all 
departments.

Algorithm efficiency - trying to minimise the amount of 
computing resources required to execute the code.

Scalable cloud solutions - looking for solutions where the 
power of the machines dynamically adapts to the specific load 
required.

Optimised data transfer - to minimise the energy impact related 
to data exchange (crucial for Big Data operations).

Resource monitoring - monitoring products to constantly 
improving the source code to reduce CPU, memory and network 
consumption.

Sustainable workplaces - selected supply services for our 
internet networks that are compatible with our values and beliefs.

Green power - in our offices we use 100% renewable 
energy.

Smart Working - remote meetings and smart working to 
reduce home-to-office movements.

Recycling - coffee with compostable capsules, organic 
paper used throughout the office and separated rubbish 
collection.

Car Sharing - encouraging city car sharing amongst 
employees by making agreements with major suppliers.

We are 100% green energy powered.
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Social impact and community projects

The TuttiConnessi project was created to give 
concrete support to teaching, in a complicated 
time like the Covid-19 emergency. The aim is to 
provide all students with access to digital lessons 
and educational tools through circular economy, 
crowdfunding and recovery of obsolete devices.

www.tutticonnessi.it

SpesaSospesa was established with the aim of 
providing support to companies and citizens in 
difficulty in Italy. It works through a platform (Regusto) 
that manages money and food donations, 
guaranteeing transparency and traceability.

www.spesasospesa.org

PEOPLE EMPOWERMENT

FuturMakers: a technology & innovation school 
for kids, with classes including coding (Scratch, 
Processing, etc.), robotics, 3D printing and much 
more. FuturMakers projects are both commercial 
& not-for-profit, and include sessions within 
corporate events & “kids in office days”. 
In 2020 a YouTube channel was launched.

www.futurmakers.it

Girls Tech is an event dedicated to inclusion and 
gender equality in STEM*. It’s also a series of 
educational courses dedicated to women of all ages.
During 2021, an initiative supported by Media Word 
Italy made it possible to provide over a hundred free 
online lessons.

www.girlstech.it

 (*Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics)

http://www.tutticonnessi.it
http://www.spesasospesa.org
https://www.tutticonnessi.it/
https://futurmakers.it/
https://www.youtube.com/futurmakers
http://www.futurmakers.it


3.  Future & Innovation

ANDREA BASSO
Research Director

KEY PEOPLESenior Executive with 25+ 
years of experience 
international research and 
development 



Use case identification Proof of concept Assessment
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FUTURE AND INNOVATION

We like experimenting with innovation to find solutions that allow us to take a step 
forward for ourselves, our clients, and the startups  we assist.

Corporate services and solutions:

➞ Fast prototyping, design thinking
➞ R&D as a Service
➞ Technology & Solutions scouting
➞ Open innovation

Research & Development
Let’s innovate together



➞ Targeted POC & MVP
➞ Product design
➞ Intellectual property
➞ Fundraising, business modeling
➞ Equity/revenue share model

STARTUPS
ACCELERATION

ADVISORY
& MENTORING

tech
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NETWORKING
& GROWTH

We partner with:

Incubatore del 
Politecnico di Torino

Believing in the future means investing in the future.
From an initial idea we charge in research to find new business models and we 
invest in people to find the most appropriate talent. In our research and 
development approach the training of adults plays an essential part.

Innovation Enabler
Let’s build the future together

FUTURE AND INNOVATION
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) is globally modifying the context of retail.
With the application of AI it is now possible to create data models to build both 
prescriptive and predictive decision-making engines and to foresee demand.

Synesthesia and Grigua have formed a unique research initiative dedicated to AI 
and Retail in order to give effective and technologically sophisticated assistance to 
sales networks.

➞ Artificial Intelligence
➞ Retail & Sales tools
➞ Internet of things
➞ Smart & connected devices
➞ App for salesforce support

DATA MODELS

RETAIL 
PLATFORM

IOT INSIDE STORE
SOLUTIONS

AI for retail
Artificial Intelligence in stores 

FUTURE AND INNOVATION
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Synesthesia has joined MPAI (Moving Picture, Audio and Data Coding by 
Artificial Intelligence), a new international organisation founded by 
Leonardo Chiariglione (co-founder of MPEG with Hiroshi Yasuda) to 
create new data compression standards based on Artificial 
Intelligence. 
MPAI includes industry, science and academic experts, and it works to 
to bridge the gap between technical specifications and their practical 
use through the development of IPR Guidelines, such as Framework 
Licences and other instruments that are expected to facilitate adoption 
and use of MPAI standards. Focusing on AI-based data coding will also 
allow MPAI to take advantage of the results of emer ging and future 
research in representation learning, transfer learning, edge AI, and 
reproducibility of perfor mance.

Moving Picture, Audio and Data 
Coding by Artificial Intelligence

FUTURE AND INNOVATION

Open source distributed operating 
system

We are part of the Oniro working group which is made up of an 
ecosystem of organizations to support the community in the 
production and evolution of Oniro technologies, as well as to drive 
their commercial success in various sectors.
Oniro is a project of the Eclipse Foundation focused on the 
development of an open source distributed operating system for 
consumer devices, regardless of brand, model, manufacturer. 
It's a compatible implementation for the global marketplace of 
OpenHarmony, an open source operating system specified and 
hosted by the OpenAtom Foundation.
Oniro has the potential to be of the forefront of operating 
systems that natively support AI and ML
As a distributed and reusable collection of open source building 
blocks, Oniro enables compatibility with other open source 
technologies and ecosystems and high levels of flexibility for a wide 
spectrum of devices (mobile, IoT, smart appliances, etc.).

https://mpai.community/
https://www.eclipse.org/org/foundation/
https://oniroproject.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HarmonyOS


Blockchain 
& NFT

Green, smart
delivery

Smart transportation
& Sharing economy

Green, 
energy, IoT

Tourism

Healthcare, IoTFood waste 
reduction

Food waste 
reduction

Innovative Startups & Companies we work with
Providing Services & Advisory
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e-commerce, 
Retail

Edutech Car e-Commerce

co-founded in 2016, 
successful exit in 2021

Sport 
& Events

Retail 
(b2b)
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FUTURE AND INNOVATION



Social media marketing, 
b2b, Retail marketing

b2b, large-scale retail, 
workforce automation

At Synesthesia we strongly believe in co-operation and shared values. We’re building an ever-growing ecosystem of companies with 
the best competencies and skills, vertical products and services that complement each other and extend our range of offerings. We 
call this the “Synesthesia Federation”:

Strategic partners ecosystem
The “Synesthesia Federation”
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Privacy, Data Protection,
GDPR Compliance
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Accessibility 
& Inclusion

Data & Business 
Intelligence

FUTURE AND INNOVATION

Marketplace & 
e-Commerce marketing

Communication
& Media



THANK YOU

This document is strictly confidential and should not be copied, 
distributed or reproduced in whole or in part, nor passed to any third party. 
Company content and description are updated to the latest review- (march 
2021) - Company profile version 10.1

ISO Quality & Information Security certified company:

Torino: Corso Dante, 118/127 - 10126 (Headquarter)
Milano: Via Aosta, 4 - 20155
Modena: Via Goldoni 28, Maranello - 41053
Contacts:   +39 011 0437401   -   info@synesthesia.it  -  www.synesthesia.it

SYNESTHESIA S.R.L. BENEFIT COMPANY

http://synesthesia.it
https://synesthesia.it
https://www.facebook.com/synesthesiait/
https://twitter.com/synesthesiait
https://www.instagram.com/synesthesiait/
https://www.youtube.com/user/synesthesiait
https://www.linkedin.com/company/synesthesia/

